Recycling and Waste Management Centres

The Facts
•

Over 360 UK recycling plant fires during 2013*

•

11 fires at one plant in two years, requiring nearly 2,000 firefighting hours**

•

At least one false alarm per week at UK recycling plants, resulting in over 26 lost work hours every year

•

New UK pollution guidelines enforce £400,000 - £3 million fines for fires at recycling plants***

•

One of the highest risk categories for insurance
Footnote: *Manchester Evening News, March 2011

**

News Shopper Bromley Jan 2011 ***Environmental Offenses, July 2014

Why FAAST Works So Well

The Results

FAAST™ Fire Alarm Aspiration Sensing

• Earliest and most accurate detection in challenging

Technology virtually removes false alarms
caused by high dust
environments, providing
the earliest and most
accurate detection

dust-rich environments
• 67% increased false alarm immunity compared to
traditional methods*
• Increased fire protection and detection coverage with
reduced maintenance requirements

down to invisible smoke

• Minimised costly business disruption and insurance claims

concentrations. FAAST

• Implement counter measures faster: reliably detects

provides greater fire

smoke earlier in order to enable immediate action and

protection, more time to implement

prevent escalation

counter measures and needs less
ongoing maintenance than traditional
detection solutions.

Fire Examples

• Remote monitoring with flexible status updates
(email/smart phone/mobile)
• Optimal detection 24/7 with no downtime
Footnote: *Independent test at the University of Maryland in the US

Smethwick, UK fire causes £6 million damages

Firm goes into administration following £500,000 fire damage

July 2013
A catastrophic fire at a plant in Smethwick UK,
resulted in £6million worth of asset damage. The
cause was a lit Chinese lantern landing on a waste
pile.

June 2013
A fire at a Kidderminster, UK plant required 80 firefighters at its peak.
A plume of smoke was visible 20 miles away, causing many people to suffer
respiratory and eye problems and considerable damage the environment.
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The Challenges of Fire Protection in This Environment
Stored paper or plastics and glass pellet processing make waste recycling plants a high flammability risk;
once a fire occurs, it can spread quickly. More stringent insurance requirements make accurate and fast fire
detection more important than ever.
Fires incur unnecessary costs; waste must be redirected and stored materials moved to safety, causing
significant business interruption. Dust prevalence creates a problem for many traditional fire detection
solutions, resulting in false alarms and increased maintenance regimes.

The Requirements
• Identify potential fire events quickly and implement
counter measures
• Enhance protection and reduce costs
• Prevent false alarms and unnecessary downtime in
dirty, dust-rich environments
• Meet stricter insurance requirements
• Minimise device maintenance regimes

Proven Technologies and Advanced Design Features
• Unique three-stage filtration for false alarm immunity: aerospace
designed wing filter, harsh integral filter and advanced dual-optics
differentiate smoke from dust
• Flexible remote monitoring: Internet/IP connectivity and status updates
via email/smart phone/mobile device
• Smoke detection down to invisible concentrations: 0.0015% obs/m
• Three-in-one PipeIQ design, configuration and monitoring software
simplifies system design, installation and ongoing use
• Single device monitors up to 2,000m2 (equal to highest point density)

Contact Us
To find out more, please visit www.faast-detection.com
or contact Felix Heck on Tel: +49 151 1896 5125 /
Email: felix.heck@systemsensor.com.
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